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Junior Intraday Trader (Power/Gas) (w/m)

BKW Energie AG is an owner and operator of renewable energy

units around Europe. We are looking for a highly motivated

candidate to join the Intraday Trading Team in Berne. Enter the

world of energy trading in this junior position and contribute

positively to the trading results of the company. 

Ralf Minnig, Head of Intraday Trading, has found the following

position for you:

You are passionate about this field

As a junior you are part of an internationally oriented team and work

in a dynamic 24/7 environment. You will learn all the fundamentals

of the European power and gas markets. You will be assisted by a

mentor and after a short period you will be participating in the shift

work of the team. Step by step you will practise how to optimise the

company's asset portfolio and follow existing strategies. After a

while you will help to develop new trading approaches based on your

data analyses. After the successful completion of your training

program, you are responsible for the trading results in multiple

countries during your shift.

We're impressed by your expertise

What you can look forward to

As a responsible employer, we offer:

At a glance

Still have questions? What to do next?

Technical or economical higher education degree.-

Professional experience in energy or trading is a plus.-

Fluency in English is mandatory, additional language skills in

German are beneficial.

-

Excellent analytical skills.-

Experience in coding languages such as VBA and/or Python.-

Adaptability, flexibility and the ability to work under pressure.-

Willingness to participate in the team's 24/7 trading shift scheme-

Fair and market-oriented remuneration-

Flexible working models-

Personalised training and development

opportunities

-

Comprehensive health management

system

-

A progressive infrastructure-

Company BKW Energie AG

Location Bern

Field of work Trading

Professional

experience

Entry level

Employment level 80-100%

Employment type Permanent

contract
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